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Abstract
Detailed materials evaluations have been performed for MC2969 Intent Stronglink switch
monitor circuit parts returned from the field out of retired weapon systems. Evaluations of local
contact resistance, surface chemical composition and surface roughness and wear have been
determined as a function of component level contact loop resistance testing position. Several
degradation mechanisms have been identified and correlated with the component level
measurements. Operational degradation produces surface smoothing and wear with each
actuation of the monitor circuit, while aging degradation is observed in the segregation of
contaminant species and alloy constituent elements to the surface in the stressed wear regions.

Introduction
Electromechanical devices perform fimctions critical to nuclear safety and weapon system
performance and are susceptible to degradation caused by materials aging. Electrical contacts in
electromechanical devices need to maintain low contact loop resistance (CLR), while keeping
friction coefilcients within design range to insure proper operation. Electrical contacts in the
devices are of slidlng or rotary design, and require some form of dynamic contact wiping as a part
of normal switch operation. Contamination and corrosion of exposed electrical contact surfaces
can occur through outgassing of contaminants or volatile species from surrounding materials, or
through loss of hermeticity of the electromechanical device. Modification of the surface layers of
contacts can also occur through oxidation or segregation of alloy constituent elements. Since low
CLR values are obtained by using uncoated metal surfaces, reaction with adsorbed species can
readily produce surface layers that are nonconductive. If these modified surface layers can not
easily be removed by the dynamic wiping action of the contacts, then the resulting CLR may be
high enough to limit signal transmission through the device. On the other han~ the same
dynamic wiping process utilized to clean the contacts during use also produces adhesive wear
transfer buildup on the contacts and generates particulate wear debris that may introduce
electrical shorts into the device. In order to make predictions for service life extensio% the role
of each of these processes in device performance must be understood.

Experimental
The work reported here is a part of a program evaluating materials degradation in
electromechanical devices returned from the field after years of deployment. Lnparticular, this
work reports on the electrical contact degradation obs~ed in the monitor circuits of MC2969
Intent Stronglink switches, where there are significant increases in CLR values after the
stronglinks are returned from the field. A large number of stronglink switches from retired
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three general concepts: (1) creation of a distributed object programming
environment with an underlying secure network infrastructure; (2) a distributed
object representation of a shipping transaction; and (3) insertion of kno~’ledgable
software agents at critical points in the information flow.

The BTFS is supported by the AISL’S distributed object programming system DCLOS
(Distributed CLOS) that provides a seamless design methodology for networked
object environments. DCLOS is essential to networking agents in a collaborative
en\7ironment. DCLOS also supports a shared fragmented workpiece object. The
information needed to effect a single shipment is captured in a complex distributed
information structure with compositional semantics called the Maquila Enterprise
Transaction (MET). The components of a given MET are distributed among the
agencies involved in a particular shipment; no one agent or agency has access to all
components. The lMET is shared via proxy; when a given agent needs MET
iti-ormation, it is handed a MET proxy. Access is permitted based on task
requirements and controlled by electronic signature. BTFS agents interact with the
border-crossing process by collecting and organizing information and posting it in
the MET. Control of the distributed computation is decentralized and opportunistic.
Each agent computes new information components based on its internal knowledge
base and the state of the MET . Changes in the components trigger computations in a
manner reminiscent of blackboard systems

The framework comprises two associated abstract classes: agent and agency. An
agency identifies an independent locus of processes, activities, and knowledge
typically associated with some natural partitioning of the application domain.
Agencies are collectives of agents that have ongoing high-level goals stated in
business terms. In particular, the BTFS is a distributed set of agencies specialized on
the commercial functions of the various stakeholders in the border-crossing process.
The underlying assumption is that the application is naturalIy modeled as a group
of interacting agencies, certainly true for the BTFS.

An electronic commerce agency (ECA) is a specialized subcIass of the agencies class
that implements architectural features specific to ecommerce applications. An ECA
has the additional attributes of transactions and organiz~iions. The transactions
attribute holds a collection of open and closed transaction objects. The organizations
attribute holds a collection of public proxy objects pointing to agencies that represent
trading partners.

The BTFS agent society comprises several federated ECAS analogous to the
interested business entities. Each ECA is populated by a heterogeneous collective of
speciated agents, each of which is able to perform a fragment of the information
tasks needed to effect trans-border shipment. Their exact duties are based on the
idiosyncratic business rules of the actual businesses involved, so an operational ECA
must be tailored and situated for each business. Constructing the ECA and the agents
that make it up consists in specializing agents from a set of standard agent classes
constructed for commerce. ECA classes are also pre-defined for the various required
roles: originator, receiver, transport provider, and import/export broker.
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Submitted for Demonstration:
The Border Trade Facilitation System (BTFS)

System Description:

We propose to demonstrate the Border Trade Facilitation System (BTFS), an agent-
based bilingual ecommerce system built to expedite the regulation, control, and
execution of commercial trans-border shipments during the delivery phase. The
system was built to serve vmpila industries at the US/Mexican border. The BTFS
uses foundation technology developed here at Sandia Laboratories’ Advanced
Information Systems Lab (AISL), including a distributed object substrate, a general-
purpose agent development framework, dynamically generated agent-human
interaction via the World-Wide Web, and a collaborative agent architecture. This
technology is also the substrate for the MuIti-Agent Simulation Management
System (MASMAS) proposed for demonstration at this conference. The BTFS
executes authenticated transactions among agents performing open trading over the
Internet. With the BTFS in place, one could conduct secure international
transactions from any site with an Internet connection and a web browser. The BTFS
is currently being evaluated for commercialization.

In 1997 the AISL completed a prototype of the Border Trade Facilitation System
(BTFS), a collaborative information processing environment that operates on the
Internet and World-Wide Web. The BTFS comprises multiple autonomous
software agents that assist human actors in conducting international shipping
transactions by creating, documenting, monitoring, and coordinating shipment
transactions in information space.

The BTFS prototype demonstrates a multi-agent approach to coordinating a
complex, knowledge-intensive shipping process. We have demonstrated the
foIlowing agent behaviors: elicitation, mediation between ontologies, negotiation,
delegation, monitoring, goal satisfaction, and conduct of an authenticated
negotiation protocol for commercial contracts. A typicaI trans-border documentation
package includes one to two dozen Spanish and EngIish forms. The BTFS allows a
registered user to fill out the core documentation set and execute the border crossing
paperwork.

The essential concept of the BTFS is that the physical trans-border shipment of
goods and the required accompanying certification are entireIy represented as a set of
events in information space, the state of which both controls and certifies events in
physical space. The BTFS information system contains a real-time transaction-
centric model of the physical border-crossing process. The BTFS design is based on
three general concepts: (1) creation of a distributed object programming
environment with an underlying secure network infrastructure; (2) a distributed
object representation of a shipping transaction; and (3) insertion of knowledgeable
software agents at critical points in the information flow.

The BTFS is supported by the AISL’S distributed object programming system DCLOS
(Distributed CLOS) that provides a seamless design methodology for networked
object em~ironments. DCLOS is essential to networking agents in a collaborative
environment. DCLOS also supports a shared fragmented workpiece object. The
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information needed to effect a single shipment is captured in a complex distributed
information structure with compositional semantics called the Maquila Enterprise
Transaction (MET). The components of a given MET are distributed among the
agencies involved in a particular shipment; no one agent or agency has access to all
components. The MET is shared via proxy; when a given agent needs MET
information, it is handed a MET proxy. Access is permitted based on task
requirements and controlled by electronic signature. BTFS agents interact with the
border-crossing process by collecting and organizing information and posting it in
the MET. Control of the distributed computation is decentralized and opportunistic.
Each agent computes new information components based on its internal knowledge
base and the state of the MET . Changes in the components trigger computations in a
manner reminiscent of blackboard systems

The framework comprises two associated abstract classes: agent and agency. An
agency identifies an independent locus of processes, activities, and knowledge
typically associated with some natural partitioning of the application domain.
Agencies are collectives of agents that have ongoing high-level goals stated in
business terms. In particular, the BTFS is a distributed set of agencies specialized on
the commercial functions of the various stakeholders in the border-crossing process.
The underlying assumption is that the application is natural~y modeIed as a group
of interacting agencies, certainly true for the BTFS.

An electronic commerce agency (ECA) is a specialized subclass of the agencies class
that implements architectural features specific to ecommerce applications. An ECA
has the additional attributes of transactions and organizations. The transactions
attribute holds a collection of open and cIosed transaction objects. The organizations
attribute holds a collection of public proxy objects pointing to agencies that represent
trading partners.

The BTFS agent society comprises several federated ECAS analogous to the
interested business entities. Each ECA is populated by a heterogeneous collective of
speciated agents, each of which is able to perform a fragment of the information
tasks needed to effect trans-border shipment. Their exact duties are based on the
idiosyncratic business rules of the actual businesses involved, so an operational ECA
must be tailored and situated for each business. Constructing the ECA and the agents
that make it up consists in specia~izing agents from a set of standard agent classes
constructed for commerce. ECA classes are also pre-defined for the various required
roles: originator, receiver, transport provider, and import /export broker.

Hardware requirements:

A large (your choice, I recommend at least 17 inch) multisync monitor
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Border Trade Facilitation System (BTFS)
Storyboard

1. Sign on to BTFS; opening screen
2. Initiate transaction for shipment
3. Contact transport firm; arrange for transportation
4. Fill out required forms (a)
5. Fill out required forms (b)
6. Initiate verified transaction; inspect open transactions

----------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------- -------------
1. Sign on to BTFS; opening screen

_ hetscape: stand arzl-eca-hornepaqe . . . .. . . ... . . . _. _________ =

Back
I ‘“me 1 GEl \ “b” I ‘mag’s I ‘“in’I ‘in’I m ,@

)cation: file :// /LRP%20Backups /DomemcE.20Demo/ BTFS%204- 15-97 /~c&-webpaqes /btfs-d+mo.html

qEl# ;.. .

Border Trade Facilitation
System—.:-

Mi7@7adora ErMqmke Transaction
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2. Initiate transaction for shipment

Border Trade Facilitation System
1,
,1\

Maquiladom Enterprise Tmnsaction I
ACCEPT CONTRACT?

s3niIx5f27f97 ln- Nwnbx TI17478
CARRER (hzwactFreightersItu rrvPmvIolm CmL&actFreightersk.

InitiatuK Jaime Gonzales

ORIGINAIUIL Wire Components S.A. ie C.V, ORIGIN: Industrial Pa& P!ant

~. New Mexico Motors, L-,c. ~~ West Albuquerque Warehouse

BRcXEIL Rudolph Miles& Sow

shipmentMadest
Part Number Cnunt Cnntaines Rs+tiOn @/ Nd~@ GIm@&eight

Gml.
vail@)

-— ——... — . ........ ---- ......— - .—.. —-
25252-1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

112

. ..—___ .. . .._

cartons Wiring .~.se-aly m 3q2 443 $77533.72

OqmrtmTti 0830

Arrival Tii: 1300

~. Contact transport firm; arrange for transportation

0R3GINATCR[ Wire Components 5.A de C,V. I

mNslGNE , New Mexico Motom Ir.c. I

Contract F=ightem Im.

ENTRY BiUKEk Rudolph Miles & Sons

EXIT BROKER: Rudolph Miles & Sons I

-W:? ~,~,,<, Ikpmtumlii 0830

(%%:;’’’’’’”
A22ivallii : 1300

CnuGIN: Lzdustrie.1 Park Plant 1

~ATILJN West Albwmemue WareiLou se

rrvPKw7DEk Cmnuact Frei+tem Inc. J

FlUvlDEllv:3

Border Trade Facilitation System

Maquiladora Enterprise Transaction

Invo&Nmnk mw7a

shipmentMdfe3t

Part Nurohz CQUxLt Container Ek9Tipti0n Qlyf Nei;,;ght Grcu
Cnnt. Wtight(lb.) vdz@)

... ... ........——. ... ... .. .............— —-.. .....-. —. .....__ .._...._ .........— _... ._.. ............- .......- .....-. —
25252-1 112 1 cartons 1 WIr-& Assemily 200 392 443 77538.72
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4. Fill out required forms (a)

—
Netscape: pedimento

—
.

Back Home Reload lmag*s Open Print
I ““ 10= ,E~

:.ation: file :// /LRP ‘s%20Work%20ZlP /BTFS%20 Alpha-6-2 /BTF5/M@San%20d ocuments/pedimento-d e-exportacion.html

Iniciar un Nuevo Pedimento de Expcwtaci6n

-—
Fecha de Fwc.: 27/51b7’ “’‘-

F’edirnento Consolidado? ❑ %

No. %dimento: 8776=766$M1.
Tipo de Opamci&n: 2

CSatm Pedimento:
AI !_______ _.

T.C.: ““ ‘-

AduanaKEC. 072 Fact ox Moneda Extxaniexa: 1

Fecha Fiesent: 27/5/97 “”
Txanspoxte:

7 Carrelcm t
Peso: zOl-- %

F..F .C. : WIF@43Z94] 1h Fkis cc.-mpzadoz : GTS- P?.i$ de Ofigm: N3

Expo~tadox lIombxe y Domicilio:

Nombm: ti-ir; Components S .!?. de C .U.

Dc.micdio: 12~1 Pnrqtie Ind&tri a 1 ‘Ju&ez

Ciudad!Estido: Ci udad Ju&?.z; ‘ih I h. C6digp: 32630-

Factue.s : (1) Tb37478

Fechas: 27/5/97

Forma de Fscluacih: F. O .B.

Compmdoz Nombm y Domicllio:

Nombxe: New””t$exi co f’lo~ors, Inc.

Domlulio: 2245 Eub&k NE

CiudadlEstado: Fllbuquerque, NM’ C6digo: 87123 Sellos

Maxcas, Nbnems: (.) Conocimientu% (~, G& ~~, Vehicuios Nos.: Valox Comexclal
-.

s/M s/ti CH9354 77538.72

V.hle : ?7538 .72 V.DIS : 77538. ?2 >.atej : Seg.uos:

No. Jkai@l&bkcan&# r&ria Ikliiaxio Tam

-
Ca+dad Ihiaad card.xFA/u.hLI. FP

Pelw+s) claw N-/ Fhna DE

E&arnblaj e de Cables”” 387. 6q 77538.72 EXTR

1 3SE32.99.8065 \ 06Pieza 1.20’s 200/06 OEl

,NQ 77533.72

Acuse d~ redo: ‘C&digo de Bana: Contribuciones:

Mil 1~~ 89’

,~~ ;:::

Patente : 8776 Nombxe : Jaime Gonzalez

WC : GOJR-560505gj f Fizma de agante :

—.
[ Agregue \~ line4$) ( Amdize I I Guanie I I Termine I [ Resetear I ( Desechar ]— .— .—

Totales:

0

89

S9



Fill out required forms (b)
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AlnGal
~,

nte 512?197

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

UNIT2D STATES CUSTOMS SZF’.WCE

Entryhnw!ckl “ tl?lxk?q

Single

5. FO,t ‘%anta Teresa. ml (~4138;’ 6. T=.,. 123

l!3,c0nsl@ec
N&m@

Emd N&

New Ifexlco Itotors

2345 Euknk SE
Albuquerque, Ntt 87123

4 -Q—— .. —---- ..——- .— . ..——— _- —-..— - ..— -*

Iwzl Ilex,co Ilotors
2345 Euhank SE
Albuq.sercpe, Nlt 87123

I

4 ~—”- ‘–----’‘“ “-”---’-- “““ “—--—-’-—’ ‘“ “-”- - >!
Location of

14. Gd$: Codzis’.

* Wtscape: Entv;immediate r3el IvI?ry

I I+mw ] ‘~ I Reload/ lm,?s \ ,,1”, I %.d / n

3s

3ack
,“E

.

catim ~??l?///LPf’?Z20Batkups IDomm1ci%2UDemo/3 TFS%204-1 5-97 /m-.tieb~s Fti&l-rn&2?7+s/3461 -fwm.htrnl

,

A

2U.Cesdu;ion of Merchandise

{Nme(5 j

15.
V*SS*l
Code fName

E“tly
4,

Nwnbex 66512345678

8.
Colmgnee ~ ~q2~45h~-M-–

Numb,,

‘?. lmpOztal 37-12j+~67~
Numb,,

112 cartcm of -armg .a~sembly
[

I

.4 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .-. . . . $ ~

21. IT/U/AWE Code 22. IT/BL/AWE No. 23. Manifest Cluantity 24. TYJ% Xurnbar 25. Country of Origin 26. Manufacturer ID
—.—. ———. — . .—. .—. ———. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. -——. —

112 9802 00 8065 m hXWRCOil123+JUA

27. Certification 28. Customs Use Only
ii Other a&nc7 actmn requmed, nameIy

I 1

?,L.J ( [Q
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6. Initiate verified transaction; inspect open transactions

. .. . . ~etscape:Tratl sactions ~j

..
E+~mr Reload Images Print I ““’ I n ,E@

Locatmn file !/ /LRP%20~ack$Jp5 /Domenlci%20 Demo /8 TFS%204- 15-97 /eta- .tiebpages/curr*nt -st,7>?enlz .html

TransNo.Priority

EU-1923 URGENT

EU-2324 HIGH

T07478 Normal

Current Transactions

IkIhdkl IMf3-iption status find
~cs~ ,MeYicoEureka, Switches, Part No. 234455, for El Paso. .

Distribution
NEW ~

El Paso
Distribution

ACSA, Wiring Harnesses NO. WH-3455%4, NEW ~

Albuquenpe W. CS.A. 112 cartons Wiring Assembljj NEW ~

TRAN ~

TRAN @

PEND ~

PEND a

CLSD W

CLSD ~

CLSD ~

1

1Jw.n, I=? JAI


